The BillyBot1 World Tour
a BillyBot1 Manual
BillyBot1 is a design and build by Walt Perko in Las Vegas, NV. BillyBot1 was
originally designed as a cartoon character to host the RoboToons robot cartoons ...
now BillyBot1 can be seen online in animated cartoons, little videos and on t-shirts
... find the links by following the robot buttons/links on Walt's personal website
where you can also follow the progress of BillyBot1s world tour:

http://www.Brainless.org/BillyBot1Tour/
The idea of this project is for BillyBot1 to tour the world and be a part of "Selfies"
with all BillyBot1s friends and friends of friends.
I hope that everybody that takes a selfie or photos or videos of BillyBot1 in
interesting places can post their work online and also send me full resolution
copies to be combined into a world tour video to be posted online and updated
regularly.

BillyBot1s home address is:

Walt Perko
ph: 415-878-3934
4652 North Rainbow Blvd. Apt. 320
Las Vegas, NV. 89108
I hope you send me your names, addresses, phone numbers as part of the record of
BillyBot1s travels and I promise I will not sell that information to marketers. This
project focus is on BillyBot1 getting a world tour.
If BillyBot1 becomes non-functional please send BillyBot1 back home for repairs,
otherwise after you've given BillyBot1 a local tour, taken a few

selfies and videos please pass BillyBot1 onto another friend
to continue the world tour.
BillyBot1 should return home eventually, maybe December 2015 ... maybe not if
the BillyBot1 tour is still going well, but hopefully BillyBot1 does come home
eventually.

What you should see when you open the box

What you see when you lift the top packing.
Everything other than BillyBot1 is just packing ... leave it so it's ready for
BillyBot1s next trip.

BillyBot1 is reasonably tough enough as a prototype robot, but not nearly as strong
or robust as a production model would be so handling BillyBot1 does require a
little TLC (Tender Loving Care.)
First is a little tour of BillyBot1;

Notice the two plastic "springs" that help BillyBot1 keep his balance.
They are the tie-wraps that hold the 9V radio battery as his fanny-pack.

How BillyBot1 should look out of the box.
Notice the two plastic "springs" that help BillyBot1 keep his balance, when
BillyBot1 is moving or just standing with BillyBot1s arms raised into a pose gently
bend the two plastic springs under to face forward.

You can see the power switch in the OFF position, PLEASE do not push the
switch into BillyBot1 ... only gently push/pull left and right.

After removing BillyBot1 from his travel box his head may be disconnected. This
is not a serious problem because I didn't screw his head on! Quickly turn the
power ON then OFF and the arms and neck will center. Then gently set
BillyBot1s head onto the neck motor ... facing slightly 1° or so to the right.
BillyBot1 is now ready for action.
Should this document turn to rags you can find a copy on the website;
http://www.Brainless.org/ BillyBot1Tour/TheBillyBot1WorldTour.pdf

For photos and videos because of BillyBot1s programming it maybe best to set
BillyBot1 in a 1 sq.ft/30cmsq. area facing away or to BillyBot1s left so after
turning BillyBot1 ON the robot will begin to slowly work BillyBot1s way to
BillyBot1s right to face you and have the lights ON and arms in motion.
BillyBot1 does stay within about a 30cm sq. area pretty well on a level surface, but
please be careful not to have BillyBot1 fall ... BillyBot1 is a prototype and can be
broken.
I can hardly wait to see all the photos and videos the world makes with BillyBot1!

